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Technology and the GPO Film Unit

‘I know you do it in music halls, but this is different.’ So a suited producer warned
the protagonists of a comic double-act against telling risqué jokes on the air in the
GPO Film Unit’s panegyric to state monopoly broadcasting, The BBC: The Voice of
Britain (UK, 1935, dir. Stuart Legg). Despite the scale of the BBC’s operations
dwarfing that of the GPO Film Unit – by the mid-1930s it had over a thousand
permanent staff in London alone, compared to less than ten at the GPO Film Unit –
the two organisations had a lot in common. Both were intended to exploit the
emergence of audio-visual technologies for a public service agenda, the brainchild of
Scots Presbyterian socialists (John Reith at the BBC, John Grierson at the GPO)
who believed that these forms of mass communication were inherently destructive if
left to market forces. They were ‘different’ from commercial radio (principally in the
US), recorded music and cinema in that their purpose was educational and, to a
certain extent propagandist; and the technology they used and the way they used it
was equally different from private sector practice. During the 1930s these two
organisations adopted and developed technologies that had been ignored or
abandoned by their commercial counterparts, notably magnetic wire (the precursor
to tape) recording at the BBC, 1 and distribution on 16mm by the GPO.

The GPO Film Unit came into existence towards the conclusion of a defining cycle of
innovation followed by standardisation in the technologies used by western film
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industries. The conversion to sound, a process that took place roughly between
1926-32 in mainstream cinema in the US and Europe, established both the form of
the technologies in commercial production and widespread use, and the cultural
conventions surrounding the use of synchronous audio alongside the moving image.
Electrical recording replaced the acoustic systems that had been used
experimentally with films, on a sustained but limited basis since the 1890s. Initial
attempts to use ‘off the shelf’ gramophone disc-based technology as the recording
medium had been superseded by optical sound-on-film in all stages of production
recording, post-production and exhibition by the early 1930s. Although
manufacturers and systems competed in various sectors of the market, reproduction
equipment in the cinema had become almost universally compatible except in a
minority of cases, and usually for contractual rather than technological reasons.
With sound came standardisation of the shooting and projection speed at 24 frames
per second, or one and a half feet of 35mm film with a four-perforation pulldown. In
1931 a proposal of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences to standardise
the 35mm aspect ratio at approximately 1:1.38 for shooting and projection and end
the practice of cropping in projection to suit a cinema’s pre-existing screen gained a
critical mass of acceptance, and the so-called ‘Academy ratio’ remained in use as
the de facto standard for cinema until the late 1950s and for television until the early
2000s. 2

Also during the late 1920s panchromatic film replaced orthochromatic as the industry
standard, a range of speed and grain combinations had established themselves in
various sectors of the market. The Hollywood studios developed a collaborative,
standardised methodology for studio lighting designed for use in conjunction with
panchromatic film. 3 While a range of colour technologies were marketed and
successfully demonstrated as proof of the concept, all of them carried at least one
significant shortcoming that precluded their use within the production context and
business models of mainstream western cinema. Some produced excellent colour
2
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rendition but were reversal stocks that could not easily be mass-duplicated. One
(Technicolor) could, but was very expensive and restrictive to use in a typical
production environment. Others added little to a typical film’s production costs, but
were mainly two-colour systems and as such were perceived to be of inferior quality.
Colour, therefore, was only used in niche and experimental applications (including by
the GPO) at this point and did not develop into a mainstream imaging technology
until the mid-1950s.

By the early 1930s the manufacturers of equipment and film had emerged as a
separate service sector from the producers and exhibitors who used them, operating
according to a range of business models. Some, notably Eastman Kodak and Bell
and Howell, designed their products to be compliant with the growing technical
standards infrastructure and then sold them outright to producers and exhibitors.
Others sold the use of their technology as a service, providing equipment,
consumables and technical support in the form of a rental or licensing agreement
package negotiated individually with the producer or exhibitor. Technicolor and the
Radio Corporation of America (RCA) were two prominent examples. The technical
standards framework, based on the almost universal 35mm film format, provided a
base level of compatibility within which the sector of technology providers competed.

The GPO Film Unit arrived on the scene of a technological fait accompli, and one
that did not suit its purpose. The dust was settling from the technical standardisation
of the late 1920s and early 1930s, a process that had been driven almost entirely by
the requirements of commercial entertainment film production in the Hollywood
studios. It was consequently exported to those countries that represented
Hollywood’s principal export markets, of which the UK was the largest. As Barry Salt
points out, the technology used in British film production throughout the 1930s was
‘mostly American’, with a 2-3 year time lag. 4 As his extensive theoretical and
ideological writing reveals, John Grierson and the followers of his ‘movement’ did not
want to make films in studios based on fictional narratives, deploying total control
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over the aesthetic properties of the image through the use of lighting, set and
costume design and audio re-recording in post production. On the contrary, they
sought to, as Grierson put it, ‘photograph the living scene and the living story’, 5 a
task to which the formats and infrastructure enshrined by the Hollywood behemoth
were as ill-suited as, Grierson frequently alleged, its ideology. As with our
protagonist in The BBC: The Voice of Britain, the GPO Film Unit had therefore to be
‘different’ in its choice of technologies. That many of the products and systems used
by the GPO – Newman-Sinclair, Gasparcolor, Visatone-Marconi – are associated
with no other group or organisation to any significant extent, is a demonstration of its
paradoxical status of being simultaneously representative of the political
establishment and what was in effect a group of guerrilla filmmakers. Like the BBC,
they were ‘different’ from the commercial audio-visual industries. They adopted
technologies that their private sector counterparts had left by the wayside, both for
ideological and economic reasons.

The EMB and GPO Film Units’ camera of choice, used for the principal photography
on almost all their live action productions, was the Newman-Sinclair ‘Autokine’. Its
designer, Arthur Newman (1861-1943) had been active in the manufacturer of
cameras, post-production and projection equipment since 1896. His equipment had
an established reputation among non-fiction filmmakers which predated the
Documentary Movement: among other prominent early customers was Herbert
Ponting, who bought the first model produced under Newman’s partnership with
James A. Sinclair in 1908, the Newman-Sinclair Reflex, to shoot the footage on the
Scott Antarctic expedition that would later be released as The Great White Silence
(1924) and 90º South (1933). 6 Newman-Sinclairs were not designed for studio use:
their trademark design features were the use of lightweight materials and a compact
form factor to enable hand-held operation, rugged and weatherproof construction,
easily interchangeable lenses, a clockwork driven motor that facilitated operation in a
hostile environment (no need to crank or for a power supply) and film magazines that
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could be replaced in ambient light. The Autokine had several major drawbacks as
far as a studio environment was concerned, most notably the maximum film capacity
of 200 feet (just over two minutes at 24fps) and the fact that it was relatively noisy in
operation, making synchronous recording difficult.

At least five variants of the Autokine were produced between its launch in 1927 and
it being superseded by the Model ‘D’ at some point during the Second World War.
Its initial customer base was the newsreel sector, within which it had achieved
widespread sales before being adopted as the camera of choice for the EMB, and
subsequently the GPO Film Units. A significant part of the reason for the NewmanSinclair becoming the Documentary Movement’s camera of choice may well be
Robert Flaherty’s enthusiasm for the machine. As Elizabeth Sussex put it, Flaherty’s
period in Britain ‘cast a halo around’ the then nascent British documentary
movement, 7 and his work provided the inspiration for much of Grierson’s and Paul
Rotha’s theoretical approach to the portrayal of realism. As Grierson put it, ‘with
Flaherty it became an absolute principle that the story must be taken from the
location, and that it should be (what he considers) the essential story of the
location.’ 8 Flaherty’s three major British projects (Industrial Britain, 1931, Man of
Aran, 1933 and Elephant Boy, 1936) all made extensive use of the Autokine, which
was judged by the author of what many regard as the standard history of motion
picture camera technology to have ‘contributed to British documentary filmmaking
during more than two decades. 9
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Fig. 1: Advertisement for the Newman-Sinclair Autokine. 10 £275 in 1938 adjusted for
inflation is equivalent to £13,752 in 2009. The basic model, without lenses or turret,
cost £125 (£6,251).

While it would seem reasonable to conclude that the Autokine provided the GPO’s
filmmakers with an unprecedented level of flexibility and creativity in locations and
environments that would have prevented the use of bulky studio cameras such as
the Bell and Howell 2709 or the Mitchell, the imaging technology of the 1930s – and
in particular the lenses, artificial lighting and film stocks available – did impose
significant limitations.
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Fig. 2: The small and lightweight profile of the Newman-Sinclair camera enabled
hand-held operation in locations that would have made the use of studio cameras
difficult or impossible. From We Live in Two Worlds (UK, 1937, dir. Alberto
Cavalcanti).
Besides the bulk, weight, support and power requirements of the camera, the
essential restricting factors for cinematography in natural light were the
characteristics of the film stock and lenses in use at the time. The relative sensitivity
of a photographic emulsion is known as its speed, i.e. the time it takes while exposed
to a light source in order to record a latent image. This is not to be confused with the
speed as in the frame rate, i.e. the number of individually exposed still images per
second that comprise a moving image sequence. The slower a film is, the longer the
shutter in the camera needs to remain open in order to record a photographic image;
the faster the film, the shorter the exposure can be.
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Fig. 3: In strong, natural light and with a relatively low aperture setting on a typical
prime lens of the period, even panchromatic film stock intended principally for studio
use was capable of recording a sharp image with a high depth of field and little
apparent grain. From S.S. Ionian (1939, dir. Humphrey Jennings).

In still photography, infinite depth of field (the proportion of the image that is in focus)
can be achieved by simply exposing the film for as long as is needed to record the
image with the ambient level of illumination (assuming that there is no movement in
the subject). 11 In cinematography, however, there is an upper limit to the exposure
duration, imposed by the time taken to advance the film between successive
exposures. The depth of field is controlled principally by the aperture in a camera’s
lens, i.e. the size of the hole behind the glass elements through which light passes to
strike the film, which can be varied by operating a mechanical iris. The greater the
aperture, the shorter the exposure time and/or the lower the level of ambient light is
11
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needed to record the image, but the depth of field decreases. The smaller the
aperture, the longer the exposure time and/or the higher the level of ambient light is
needed to record the image, which in turn enables a greater depth of field.

Hollywood studio practice in the 1920s and ’30s evolved to exercise a high level of
control over the depth of field in each shot, primarily by adjusting the lighting to
enable the use of an aperture setting that achieved the desired depth of field. The
standard film stocks in use, therefore, were designed mainly to minimise grain, not to
enable a good exposure with wide apertures and/or in natural light. The faster a film
stock is, the more ‘grainy’ it appears to look: the image is less detailed and with more
visible artefacts. Further definition is lost during the duplication stages needed to
produce large numbers of prints for distribution. Therefore, because a studio setting
enables the use of almost limitless artificial light, film manufacturers during the
classical period did not prioritise the development of high speed stocks suitable for
newsreel and documentary use, because the market for them was relatively small.
Before 1938, when Kodak introduced the ground-breaking Plus X stock, 12 none of
the 35mm stocks in mainstream industry use had a higher speed than EI40 on
today’s scale. To put that in perspective, the slowest 35mm negative film for use in
still cameras on general sale at the time of writing has a speed of EI100, with 200
and 400 being more common. Even when Plus X, with a speed of EI80 and a
granularity similar to its predecessors of about half the speed, was launched in 1938,
it was marketed more as a means of reducing studio lighting costs than of enabling
more versatile location cinematography.
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Fig. 4: A demonstration of the difficulties of shooting in low light using typical 1930s
film stocks, from Coal Face (1933, dir. Alberto Cavalcanti). Due to the very low light
levels underground, a wide aperture had to be used with the result that only the
foreground is in focus.

In a documentary setting with little or no artificial light available, compromises often
had to be made as to the depth of field. Furthermore, the longer the focal distance of
the lens, the smaller the minimum aperture size available tended to be. The
advertisement in Figure 1 states that the 2” (approx. 50mm) lens supplied in the
Autokine outfit has a minimum aperture of f1.9 (the lower the F-stop number, the
wider the aperture). Exposing a typical film stock available in the mid-1930s, this
would enable a medium close-up taken from a distance of 2-3 metres in bright
sunlight with the subject in focus, or in overcast light with the subject’s face in focus
but the rest of the image somewhat soft. Significant artificial light would be needed
to expose the same subject indoors or under overcast daylight. The 9” (approx.
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230mm) lens, however, has a minimum aperture of f5.5, meaning that the same shot
could be taken from a far greater distance, but either with a much higher level of
ambient light required or accepting a significantly lower depth of field.

Fig. 5: Location shooting on a tube train in The City (1938, dir. Ralph Elton), using
daylight from the windows and the carriage’s tungsten lighting. The compact,
lightweight Newman-Sinclair enabled this shot to be obtained in a crowded setting,
but at a cost to depth of field: the wide aperture needed to make do with the
available light resulted in only the two standing passengers in the centre of the frame
being in sharp focus.

A description of the shooting constraints imposed by the imaging technology of the
time can be found in Pat Jackson’s account of the interior shots of the mobile sorting
office in Night Mail: he refers to the limited (by space and power supply) artificial
lighting that was able to be used and the need for more restrictive shot setups than
would have been required in a studio setting, not to mention a significant degree of
improvisation required in order to shoot the footage mute and record the audio ‘wild’
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(i.e. not in synchronisation with the camera at the moment of photography) for postsynchronisation afterwards. 13

The fact that the GPO Film Unit did not use 16mm film as a primary production
medium – only for non-theatrical distribution – has attracted significant comment
over the years. Interviewed by Elizabeth Sussex, John Taylor was asked why the
EMB and GPO Film Units did not shoot on 16mm. Taylor’s reply was that ‘...it was
considered poor quality, and you couldn’t use it except for 16mm projection’ (i.e. that
during the period of the GPO Film Unit’s existence, no technology or lab services
existed for making 35mm optical enlargements from 16mm originals, meaning that
footage originated on 16mm could not be screened in full-scale cinemas). 14 I have
argued elsewhere that a mythology has grown up to the effect that the use of 16mm
for anything other than home movies was deliberately suppressed – or at least
discouraged – by vested interests (including the government, the commercial film
industry and the union that represented its workforce of technicians) that did not
want professional results to be available to filmmakers with an amateur’s budget or
technical skills. 15

In Britain, the technical characteristics of the film medium itself were often used as
the basis for its political regulation, a precedent that was set by the framing of the
1909 Cinematograph Act. 16 As a contemporary campaigner against censorship
noted, the use of cellulose nitrate film base was defined as the sole criterion for film
exhibition being regulated by that legislation, and by extension the British Board of
Film Censors. 17 Although cellulose acetate based, non-flammable ‘safety’ film was
available before its widespread adoption in the early 1950s, its use was severely
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limited due to its high cost and low tensile strength compared to nitrate. 18 In other
words, it was cheaper for the industry to absorb the cost of the safety precautions
associated with the use of nitrate than those incurred by the pre-1948 acetate-based
stocks in distribution and exhibition. One interesting exception was the production of
100 35mm acetate prints of Paul Rotha’s propaganda short The Peace Film (1936),
made in order to enable distribution through the post without the need for fireproof
containers. 19 Nevertheless, this was an exception that proved the technologically
imposed rule, one that has not prevented some ideologically motivated conspiracy
theorists from asserting that the dangers associated with nitrate were deliberately
managed rather than eliminated by the industry, as a politically motivated barrier to
entry. As Brian Winston put it, ‘the business protection that this provided was worth
the odd projection booth conflagration.’20 Winston extends this line of thought to
16mm, and specifically the Documentary Movement having eschewed its use. He
claims (without any corroborating evidence) that this was because 16mm ‘had
become so firmly established as an amateur stock that it would simply have
diminished the stature of the documentarists as ‘professionals’.’21 On the contrary,
Grierson himself constantly stressed his view of technology as a democratising
influence, and as the Documentary Movement’s use of the Autokine (and the fact
that most of the GPO’s cinematographers had no previous knowledge or experience
of camerawork before joining the unit) shows, strove to achieve a position whereby,
as Grierson put it, ‘the silly mystery with which with which the professional
cameramen once surrounded their very simple box of tricks is over and done with.’ 22

This assertion ignores the empirical reality of 16mm equipment and film stock
provision since the format’s launch by Eastman Kodak in 1923 and its evolution into
a professional medium in the late 1950s. It was intended for and marketed to, as
Winston observes, home movie makers. Because of this, most if not all of the 16mm
cameras on sale during the period of the GPO Film Unit’s operation did not have
18
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interchangeable lenses, and often had a fixed (i.e. could not be adjusted) focus,
aperture and shutter speed. The built-in lenses were of a significantly lower optical
quality than their counterparts marketed for use with 35mm cameras, and the
viewfinders, if they were provided at all, were a lot less accurate than those fitted to
professional equipment. 23 The range of 16mm film stocks available did not enable
professional use. To start with, no 16mm negative stock was available until Kodak
launched type 5262 in 1938, and even that was intended for the optical reduction
printing of duplicating internegatives from 35mm fine grain masters, not for camera
use. Before then the only 16mm stock available was reversal, which yielded a
positive element straight from the camera. Being high contrast, these could not be
mass-duplicated except at great cost and with a huge loss of image quality (this was
also the reason why Kodachrome, arguably the first mass-marketed subtractive
colour coupler stock, was never used on any significant scale for moving images
other than as an amateur medium). Even when it did arrive, the relatively coarse
grain of 1930s film stocks prevented 16mm originals from being optically enlarged to
35mm dupes without a very significant loss of picture quality.

As Taylor recalled, lab services for optically enlarging 16mm originals to 35mm
dupes were simply not available, meaning that a production originated on 16mm
could not be shown in a cinema that was only equipped with 35mm projectors and
would thus be restricted to non-theatrical exhibition. Optical reduction from 35mm to
16mm was however widely available following the launch of the single-perforated
16mm optical sound format by Bell and Howell in 1932, hence Grierson’s
enthusiasm for the medium to enable distribution outside the commercial cinema. 24
And finally, 16mm was only available as acetate-based safety film, with all the
drawbacks that the pre-1948 acetates carried.

In fact, the reason George Eastman decided on 16mm as a width was so that the
stock could not be manufactured by slitting 35mm down the middle (because 16 is
23
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not divisible by 35), in order to minimise the possibility of nitrate finding its way into
the home. Pre-1948 acetate was more brittle than nitrate and expanded and
contracted more in extremes of temperature, making its use problematic in hostile
locations. So much so, in fact, that a US Army cameraman wrote an article in 1945
calling for the manufacture of 16mm nitrate stock in order to enable the format to be
used reliably in such conditions. 25 Winston further undermines his argument that the
Documentary Movement objected to 16mm on ideological grounds by referring to the
‘35mm studio gear that they were forced to use’. 26 As I have argued above, the
Movement’s adoption of the Newman-Sinclair Autokine as its camera of choice
demonstrates that they used the 35mm format and possibly not out of choice; but not
in gear designed for use in a studio. In short, neither the equipment nor stocks of an
appropriate base or grain structure existed to facilitate the use of 16mm by
professional documentary filmmakers until the late 1950s, when television news and
the emergence of a new generation of black-and-white fine grain emulsions created
the market. As far as the GPO Film Unit and the Documentary Movement was
concerned, 16mm as a primary production medium was therefore an irrelevance.

The use of 16mm as a distribution and exhibition medium by the GPO Film Unit and
the Documentary Movement is also a source of contention. The format became a
viable delivery medium following the launch of the first Bell and Howell ‘Filmosound’
projector in 1932. Bell and Howell’s engineers had devised a means of printing
optical soundtracks on 16mm by perforating the film on one side only (the stock as
launched in 1923 for amateur use was perforated along both sides, like 35mm),
leaving the frame dimensions unchanged and printing the soundtrack in the area
previously occupied by the perforations. This technology removed three barriers to
non-theatrical (i.e. in venues other than purpose-built cinemas) exhibition: 16mm
stock was acetate base, thereby eliminating the need for the safety precautions
associated with nitrate; the new generation of projectors were truly portable, being
no larger or heavier than a typical suitcase; and their operators required only minimal
training. Along with the projectors themselves, Bell and Howell also produced the
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laboratory equipment needed to make 16mm reduction prints of productions
originated on 35mm, and the service was offered by all the major commercial
laboratories in London by the mid-1930s.

The Documentary Movement wasn’t the only body that became interested in 16mm
in 1930s Britain. The Workers’ Film and Photo League, among other leftist groups,
used it in order to operate under the radar of political censorship. 27 At the other end
of the political spectrum The Conservative Party produced an in-house monthly
newsreel, Conservative and Unionist Film Review, which was distributed on 16mm to
constituency associations. The British Film Institute, founded in 1933, promoted the
use of films in education, with 16mm being the principal distribution vehicle; a
contemporary commentator envisaged its role as, ‘a kind of cinema BBC’. 28
Production companies specialising in educational films, notably British Instructional
Films and Gaumont-British Instructional, grew in the BFI’s wake. The unifying thread
in the pre-war uses of 16mm in Britain is that it enabled an audience to be reached
that 35mm could not, either because political and economic factors prevented that
audience from being found in the commercial cinema, or because the filmmakers
involved did not intend their productions to be consumed as a paid-for leisure
activity. Another contributory factor was that the commercial film exhibition industry
resented and was hostile to the Documentary Movement from the outset: as
Nicholas Pronay put it, their view (expressed loudly and often in trade publications
such as Today’s Cinema and Kinematograph Weekly) was that ‘their patrons, having
paid their sixpences, objected to being preached at for their money.’ 29 Grierson’s
prophecy, quoted ad nauseam, that ‘the future of the cinema might not be in the
cinema at all’, 30 indicates the importance the Documentary Movement placed on
establishing an alternative distribution and exhibition infrastructure, partly in
response to this opposition from the industry. Their first sustained attempt at non27
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theatrical distribution took place under the auspices of the EMB Film Unit, a
precedent that was embedded and enlarged after its transformation into the GPO
Film Unit. Its Central Film Library claimed that its films had been seen by a total of
4½ million people by the outbreak of World War II, 31 and that 1,700 schools were
equipped with 16mm projectors, including 400 with sound. 32

Opinions are divided as to the legacy of that experiment. Ian Aitken emphasises the
pioneering nature of the educational and public service (again, analogous to the
BBC) agenda through which 16mm distribution to schools, community groups,
churches and workplaces was developed, pointing out that it was the precursor for
the large-scale mobile cinema infrastructure established by the Ministry of
Information during the war. 33 On the other side of the fence, Paul Swann cites
evidence that Grierson exaggerated the scale of the non-theatrical audience for GPO
productions, arguing that it was in fact insignificant. 34 Brian Winston concludes that
the non-theatrical audience ‘became a mass slowly, and only in aggregate’, 35 while
arguably the most extreme verdict has been offered by Nicholas Pronay, who wrote
of the enlarged non-theatrical programme operated by the Ministry of Information
during the war that ‘the country could have dispensed with the whole lot without an
iota of difference [to the effectiveness of the government’s propaganda campaign].’36

However, the significance in the GPO’s use of 16mm exhibition as far as the Unit’s
and the technology’s long-term cultural impact is concerned does not lie in
quantifying the number of bums on seats Grierson did or didn’t manage to attract.
The significance is that he used it at all, and that in doing so the Documentary
Movement played a pivotal role in the technology’s transformation from an amateur
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to a professional medium. The GPO and subsequently Crown Film Unit sound
recordist, Ken Cameron, opined in 1947 that ‘the whole system [16mm] has the
atmosphere of a toy. Nevertheless, it is not a toy. It is the only means many people
have of seeing films at all, and its potentialities for educational work are vast.’ 37 As
with portable camera technology and shooting techniques adapted for use in
naturally lit locations, the GPO Film Unit had taken a technology that the commercial
sector had ignored and developed it into a sustained alternative to mainstream
practice, one that would integrate itself into that mainstream over the subsequent
decades.

The final significant aspect of the GPO’s use of imaging technology is that of colour.
During the period of the unit’s existence, its filmmakers used three photographic
colour systems, two of them almost completely rejected by the mainstream film
industry and the third used in a radically different way. As has been discussed
extensively elsewhere, the GPO’s creative talent was a paradoxical amalgamation of
two tendencies: the documentary-realist school as represented by Harry Watt, Basil
Wright, Pat Jackson and John Taylor, and a non-fiction inspired abstract,
experimentalist tendency represented by Alberto Cavalcanti, Len Lye, Norman
McLaren, Lotte Reininger and, to a somewhat lesser extent, Humphrey Jennings.
As Ian Aitken puts it, Grierson’s vision was of a movement that was ‘simultaneously
sociological and aesthetic: sociological in that it involved the representation of
sociological relationships and aesthetic in that it involved the use of imaginative and
symbolic means to that end.’ 38 The formula clearly proved to be a resilient one, as
shown by Aitken’s illustration of the movement’s legacy, citing Chris Marker and
Frederick Wiseman in the same sentence. 39

It was the GPO’s experimentalist tendency that turned to the range of nascent colour
technologies which emerged in 1930s Britain. And there were quite a few of them,
as was alluded to in a satirical novel set in the film industry of the day:
37
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One of the Jewish gentlemen, wearing a Royal Flying Corps tie and a
gardenia suddenly turned to Phillip and said: "Are you touching
Infracolor?" Phillip had hardly begun to explain that he had no idea what
Infracolor was when the other commenced a voluble tirade giving a
number of reasons why he must not be deceived into thinking that just
because they had gone to sixteen shillings there was anything in the
process. Bringing his lips close to Phillip's ear, he assured him in strict
confidence that Flexicolor was the only process worth a damn and anyone
buying now could not avoid trebling his capital within the next six
months. 40
The inspiration for this joke was the emergence of several experimental and shortlived photographic colour systems in Britain between the wars. As with sound, these
systems were used for various niche applications before the emergence of
substantive dye-coupler technology in the late 1940s, but none of them ever
threatened to supersede black-and-white as the industry standard (in the same way
that acoustic audio systems never threatened the mainstream hegemony of silent
cinema), despite claims made to the contrary. Arguably the most extensively used in
Britain was the so-called ‘three strip’ Technicolor process, imported from the US and
supplied to producers under a comprehensive and restrictive licensing agreement. It
was so-called because three separate rolls of black-and-white film, each recording
the subtractive negative of one of the primary colours (yellow/red/panchromatic,
cyan/blue/orthochromatic and magenta/green/panchromatic), were exposed in
synchronisation through a beam-splitting prism. From these negatives, intermediate
elements known as matrices were produced, through which an organic dye was
applied to the release print. All the technology was proprietary, its use was tightly
controlled by Technicolor and the system was very expensive, typically adding 2030% to the production budget of a Hollywood ‘A’ feature. 41 However, from the
launch of the three-strip variant in 1934 until the early 1950s, it was the only
technology available outside Nazi Germany (whose scientists had more or less
perfected an alternative method by the early years of the war) that offered both what
was perceived by the public to be a high standard of colour rendition across the
visible spectrum, and which enabled mass duplication with no significant loss of
quality. Technicolor opened a laboratory in the western outskirts of London in 1937,
40
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imported two of the beam splitting cameras and typically oversaw the production of
2-3 features in British studios per year for the eighteen years thereafter in which the
three-strip process was marketed in the UK. 42

Technicolor was used once by the GPO, by the filmmaker who worked with all three
of the colour systems used by the unit during the period of its existence. Len Lye, a
New Zealand-born sculptor, animator and experimental media practitioner who had
emigrated to Britain in 1926, is said to have approached Grierson in 1935, seeking
his patronage to produce animated films by painting and drawing onto raw
celluloid. 43 One of the two short advertising films he made for the GPO during that
year, Trade Tattoo (advertising the international postal service) made use of
Technicolor, but not in the way the system had been intended. Instead of capturing
live action footage using the beam-splitting camera, Lye used the black-and-white
negatives of outtakes from other GPO productions as one colour record, and
animated patterns painted onto raw celluloid as another. The combination gives the
impression of toned black-and-white photography in one shade with superimposed
animations of a different colour when the constituent elements were combined in
what Lye’s biographer described as ‘one of the most intricate exercises in multiple
printing ever attempted.’ 44
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Fig. 6: The superimposition of live action and animation to form the Technicolor
matrices in Trade Tattoo (1935, dir. Len Lye).

Trade Tattoo was Lye’s second film for the GPO. His first, A Colour Box, used no
live action footage at all and a colour process that had also proven problematic in a
conventional production context. Although its cost and logistical requirements
severely limited the scale of its use and prevented it from taking a significant market
share from black-and-white production, Technicolor is generally agreed to have been
the only full photographic colour process used on any significant scale in the United
States and Britain during the 1930s and ‘40s for professional and commercial motion
picture production. This was because, as I have noted earlier, it had two essential
selling points. Firstly, it established a reputation for reproducing ‘better’ (such value
judgments are inherently problematic, of which more below) colour than any of its
competitors; but secondly, and crucially, the matrix and dye transfer printing
technology enabled almost limitless number of copies to be made without introducing
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the technical flaws inherent in the mass-duplication of any of the other systems on
sale in 1930s Britain. If proof of this is needed, it can be found in the fact that two
other three-colour systems were in fact sold extensively in the UK throughout the late
1930s – Kodachrome and Dufaycolor – but apart from small-scale experimental work
such as Len Lye’s, they were used almost exclusively in still photography and
amateur cinematography, both applications in which the ability to mass-duplicate on
film was unnecessary.

In order to understand the broader cultural significance of the GPO’s experimental
colour work, it is necessary at this point to put to bed another of Brian Winston’s
cock-and-bull conspiracy theories. Winston claims that Kodachrome was a
comparable technology to Technicolor in every crucial respect only without the
economic and logistical barriers to its use, but that Kodak deliberately suppressed it
and refused to sell Kodachrome to Hollywood in order to protect the revenue stream
from their existing black-and-white product lines. Hollywood didn’t mind, Winston
speculates, because ‘it was happy to contain the potential disruption of colour by
continuing to use an antiquated and complicated technology [i.e. Technicolor]. 45
This claim quite simply ignores both the economic and the technical realities.

To start with, one doesn’t need to be a student of Marx and Engels to understand
that one of the basic principles of western capitalism is that businesses are unlikely
to invest significant sums in research and development, only to deny themselves the
income from the results (especially as patents are time-limited). Furthermore Kodak
and their chief engineer, Kenneth Mees, knew full well that they were just one of a
myriad of enterprises (albeit the largest and best equipped) that were trying to invent
a colour cinematography process that was compatible with the existing technical
standards infrastructure (most importantly, that it could be used with the same
cameras, lighting conventions and post-production methods as black-and-white) and
could be mass-duplicated without near-catastrophic loss of definition and contrast.
45
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Mees recalled that Kodak had been hit hard by the Great Depression and were
desperately looking for new products to restore their bottom line. One of the
inventors of the Kodachrome wrote: ‘It was obvious that our only chance of survival
was to invent something in a hurry, after all – something the company could put into
production right away and make money on.’46

Like the 16mm black-and-white stocks on sale between 1923 and 1938,
Kodachrome was a reversal emulsion, meaning that the film in the camera is
processed to reveal a high contrast positive image, suitable for immediate viewing or
projection. As such it was ideally suited to amateur use. Negative stocks, which are
intended to produce a master image that can then be duplicated to produce
projection copies (or in the case of still photography, paper prints), record a much
lower contrast latent image in order to enable them to capture more picture
information in the highlights and shadows than is contained in a positive
photographic image intended for viewing by the naked eye. By varying the intensity
of the light source used in the printer that exposes the duplicate stock, the image can
be ‘graded’ (‘timed’ in US English) to obtain the precise contrast and, if applicable,
the colour balance desired by the cinematographer. If the original strip of film
exposed in the camera yields a high contrast positive, then the image will begin life
with a lot less highlight and shadow information in it than would be present in an
equivalent negative. This detail is not immediately visible to the naked eye, but is
needed to ensure that copies made from the original do not lose significant
resolution and saturation.

A crucial requirement of any commercial moving imaging technology is the ability to
mass-duplicate films without significant loss of quality. This was impossible with
Kodachrome, and remained the essential barrier to its mainstream use in the film
industry. In all other respects it was ideal: in particular, being a single strip, nonsubstantive tripack dye coupler stock, it could be used in conventional studio
camera, although it was not much faster than the fine grain black-and-white negative
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stocks used in the Technicolor camera, at EI10. 47 In 1938, type 5262 16mm
duplicating stock was introduced, being a slightly lower contrast version of the
consumer Kodachrome to enable direct, reversal-to-reversal duplication of
Kodachrome originals, either through contact printing or optical reduction from
35mm. The process was marketed to the producers of industrial, educational and
sponsored films quite heavily, but due to the high up-front cost of the colour reversal
stock and processing combined with the grainy and somewhat distorted quality of the
reversal dupes, it never achieved mass acceptance. The other attempt to use
Kodachrome in professional filmmaking was in conjunction with Technicolor. The
‘Technicolor Monopack’ system, as it was branded, involved exposing a 35mm
Kodachrome negative (again, using slightly lower contrast stock than was sold to
consumers) that was then printed through filtered light onto three strips of
Technicolor camera stock to produce the cyan, yellow and magenta colour records.
Thereafter, these negatives were treated as if they had been shot in the Technicolor
camera. Once again, the problem was contrast: Salt notes that ‘the contrast was
very high, so that shadow areas were rendered as a solid, heavy, featureless black
with a blue tinge.’48 An internal Kodak report from 1983 concludes, therefore, that:
In professional 35mm motion pictures, Kodachrome film has had
relatively little application. While many producers thought it would
answer their needs, there were two serious limitations. The quality
resulting from the multiple duplication necessary in standard motion
picture making procedures was unsatisfactory and the cost of using a
reversal type material and process was far too great. 49
Winston, therefore, might have concluded that Kodachrome was not so much ‘a
good example of the suppression of radical potential at work’ 50 as simply a case of
an imaging technology designed for one purpose (amateur photography) proving
unsuitable for another if he had spent more time studying the work of photographic
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scientists such as Hurter and Driffield, and less on that of left-wing cultural theorists
such as Raymond Williams and Saussure.

Kodachrome, and specifically Winston’s profound misunderstanding of its
significance and purpose, is immediately a side issue to the GPO Film Unit’s use of
colour (no GPO productions were ever shot in Kodachrome). But in broader terms it
is directly relevant and illustrates why the use of unorthodox and niche technologies
by the Documentary Movement has thus far attracted hardly any sustained attention
or analysis. Besides Technicolor in Trade Tattoo (and even then, an unorthodox
variation of the Technicolor process), what Aitken calls the ‘simultaneously
sociological and aesthetic’ tendency of the movement appropriated two colour
processes that have been widely dismissed as technically flawed and/or a cultural
irrelevance, the principal, and in some cases sole criterion on which that judgment is
based being that as with Kodachrome, they never reached a mass-market in
professional motion picture imaging. The usual explanation given is that the
Documentary Movement simply couldn’t afford to use industry standard
technologies, and this is certainly a major part of the reason. The fact that they did
use the mainstream technologies as soon as they had the opportunity – RCA sound
equipment from 1939 and three-strip Technicolor for a number of 1940s productions,
most notably the feature-length Western Approaches (1944, dir. Pat Jackson) –
simultaneously validates the ‘invention borne of necessity’ approach to
understanding their earlier work and begins to reveal a hitherto dismissed aspect of
why so much of the GPO Film Unit’s output is still considered a cultural landmark,
almost three quarters of a century after its production. By looking closely at the
systems and processes they did use in the early and mid-1930s, and in particular
how their technical characteristics – not uninformed speculation about them based
on cultural theory and recycled opinions - were exploited in the resulting films, we
can begin to shed light both on the broader cultural legacy of the Documentary
Movement and on the relationship between mainstream and niche audio-visual
technologies.
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Dufaycolor, used by Len Lye in his other 1935 production, A Colour Box, was
additive and initially also a reversal stock. It involved the use of a geometric pattern
of translucent particles dyed in the primary colours, known as the ‘réseau’ (network),
applied to the base side of the film, and a conventional panchromatic emulsion on
the other side. The film was exposed with the réseau side facing the lens, which
filtered the light reaching the emulsion behind it according to the intensity of the
primary colour being filtered. In projection the process was reversed, with the
réseau side facing the projector’s light source and the emulsion facing the lens. 51 As
the photosensitive emulsion was a normal black-and-white one, Dufaycolor required
no special developing process: in fact, it was probably the only colour film
realistically capable of being processed in the home until the launch of the E6
process in 1976. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that like Kodachrome its principal
customer base was amateur photographers (both still and moving image), or that
Dufaycolor was the main competitor to Kodachrome in this market in Europe
throughout most of the late 1930s and ‘40s.

The major drawbacks with Dufaycolor in professional use were the duplication issues
inherent in reversal film and that the density of the réseau had the effect of reducing
the film’s speed by about half in shooting, and yielding a much dimmer image in
projection. A negative-positive variant of the process was developed in 1937, and to
launch it Dufay-Chromex commissioned none other than Humphrey Jennings to
direct three ‘interest’ shorts, Farewell, Topsails! (1937), English Harvest and The
Farm (both 1938). The system was used on a small but sustained scale for
newsreel items, advertisements and short films of other descriptions, but only one
fictional feature film was ever shot on Dufaycolor. Sons of the Sea, (1939, dir.
Maurice Elvey) consisted largely of exteriors in bright sunlight, thereby mitigating the
speed limitation. However, the fact that the bulk of Dufaycolor production was not in
the form of films that were two hours long and had actors in them has led to it having
largely been written off in the orthodox history books as a failed experiment: Salt
looks no further after concluding that it had ‘inferior definition and reduced saturation
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of hues compared to Technicolor’, 52 Coe stresses that even with enhanced studio
lighting ‘it was still inadequate’, 53 while for Petrie Dufaycolor ‘proved insufficient [for
feature film production] and the results were poor’. 54 The curators of Britain’s
regional film archives, most of whom are the custodians of extensive collections of
amateur Dufaycolor footage, and students of experimental filmmaking might think
twice before writing the system’s legacy off as little more than a minor footnote in the
history of moving image technology: in particular, I am trying to argue that its
appropriation by Lye and the GPO Film Unit was significant in that it illustrates the
tendency of critics and historians to shape their value judgments in the mould of
mainstream industry expectations, and consequently that it is problematic to arrive at
subjective ‘good’ or ‘poor’ type verdicts based on those judgments.

In one respect it could be argued that the choice of colour reproduction system for A
Colour Box is irrelevant, because none of the images in the film were originated
photographically. That was Lye’s whole point – that the association of photographic
imaging with the illusion of continuous movement created by the process of
recording and reproducing discrete images in rapid succession is a dominant but not
an inevitable one. To demonstrate this, he drew and painted shapes and motifs
directly onto raw (i.e. uncoated with a photosensitive emulsion) cellulose nitrate film
base, and created effects of visual movement by exploiting the fact that in perceived
effect, the projector cuts the film up into four-perforation sections and shows them to
the viewer individually; the frame line created by the camera’s aperture and the
projector’s intermittent mechanism is not necessarily created by an artist painting
directly onto the film’s surface, thereby inviting the viewer to recognise the
importance of the phenomenon that is widely, but in strict physiological terms
incorrectly, referred to as persistence of vision. 55 Dufaycolor was only used to
produce the prints for distribution (and for the initial release they were contact printed
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straight from Lye’s hand-painted original, thereby eliminating any quality of
reproduction problems resulting from the stock being reversal).

One side effect of the verdicts of writers such as Salt and Petrie having almost
casually written off Dufaycolor can be found in the restoration of A Colour Box,
carried out by archivists at the British Film Institute in the late 1990s. Having
discovered Len Lye’s hand painted original elements (albeit in an advanced state of
nitrate decomposition), they printed them onto modern chromogenic, tripack coupler
stock. The result was far greater contrast, definition and saturation than had been
achieved in the Dufay prints in which the film was initially released, and some of
which survive for comparison.

Fig. 7: The opening of A Colour Box, which, thanks to the BFI’s ‘restoration’, is now
not actually in Dufaycolor at all.
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Fig. 8: A frame grab from another GPO animation distributed in Dufaycolor, but this
time derived from an actual Dufay element: The H.P.O. (1938, dir. Lotte Reininger).
If you look closely, the réseau pattern can be seen against the sky and the reddish
area behind the fox’s front legs. These artefacts were a characteristic of the original
release prints of A Colour Box, but have been eliminated from the restoration.

In an article discussing the project, the then deputy curator of the BFI’s National Film
and Television Archive, Anne Fleming, acknowledges that the chosen methodology
was ethically contentious and assures her readers that it was not arrived at without
serious thought. ‘In philosophical terms, it would be dangerous to argue that this is a
‘restoration’ or that the new copy would be closer to what Len Lye would have liked
to have seen on the screen had he had the choice’, Fleming concedes. 56 But the
real significance of what the BFI did to this film can be found on a VHS videotape,
History of the Avant-Garde: Britain in the Thirties, which it published in 2001. The
tape includes the new version of A Colour Box, which is introduced by an intertitle
56
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stating that ‘The NFTVA acquired Lye’s handpainted material from the Post Office in
1984, and the print you are about to see has come directly from that. Using the
Eastmancolor process, we have been able to reveal the true vibrancy of the artist’s
original work.’ The crucial point is that the BFI’s archivists took it as read that
revealing the true vibrancy of Lye’s original work was a more important objective
than revealing the true aesthetics of how 1930s audiences experienced it. In her
article Fleming uses what has become a standard defence for ethically contentious
‘restoration’ techniques, by emphasising that priority was also given to the long-term
preservation of the surviving Dufay elements of A Colour Box. Thus, the audience of
archivists and academics for whom the book to which Fleming was contributing was
principally intended could be reassured that at least the Dufay elements of the film
are safe and sound and can be seen by the minority of technology geeks who are
determined enough to dig them out. But for the wider public who bought the
published videotape, the radically changed version, retrospectively eliminating
Dufaycolor, is now the definitive one. This therefore validates and entrenches the
value judgments made by Salt, Petrie and their ilk to the effect that Dufaycolor was
flawed when judged by the standards of the mainstream commercial film industry of
the day, and therefore can be airbrushed out of our cultural history as nothing more
than a technological imperfection.

The final process used by Len Lye at the GPO, Gasparcolor, represents the same
story. It ‘worked’ in the sense that it enabled reproduction of the entire visible colour
spectrum. But once again, we’re dealing with a technology that had one or more
crucial attributes (though in this case, only one) which prevented it from going
mainstream and forced it into the arms of the avant garde, and once again we’re
dealing with this having been written off in the history books as simply a flaw when
compared with the mainstream standards. Like Dufaycolor it was originally a
European technology, the promoter of whom eventually sought investment and
business development opportunities during the British production boom of the mid1930s (as alluded to in the Jeffrey Dell quote above). While Dufaycolor had its
essential origins in amateur/consumer photography, Gasparcolor arrived in Britain
with an established pedigree in experimental filmmaking.
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Invented by a German chemist of Hungarian origin, Bela Gaspar, it was, like
Kodachrome, a subtractive, three-colour reversal film. The processing was a lot
simpler and cheaper, however, because the emulsion was substantive: in other
words, the photosensitive emulsions were converted into dyes in developing, and did
not need to be introduced in a separate processing stage, as they did in
Kodachrome. 57 Emulsion was coated on both sides of the film: cyan and yellow on
one side, and magenta on the other.

Fig. 9: Rainbow Dance (1936), made by Len Lye in Gasparcolor.

This was essentially what ruled Gasparcolor out of mainstream production use.
Coating the film on both sides meant that it could not be used in a conventional
57
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camera (because the opaque emulsion layer on one side would prevent light from
reaching the one on the other), and therefore exposure of the Gasparcolor stock in a
camera would have required a beam-splitting arrangement similar to that used by
Technicolor. Gaspar never invented a camera, and therefore the stock had to be
struck by printing successive exposures. The only way of reproducing live action
was to print from separation negatives. 58 Another issue was that the Gasparcolor
system did not enable the use of a silver only optical soundtrack: the optical
soundtrack was exposed on the cyan and yellow side, and the magenta dye in that
area flashed away. The result was a lower contrast track and thus a worse signal-tonoise ratio than black-and-white could offer (Dufaycolor also suffered from a similar
problem due to the presence of the réseau in the soundtrack area); even after a
certain amount of digital noise reduction, this is still clearly audible in the
Gasparcolor titles published in the BFI’s three-volume DVD set of the GPO Film
Unit’s output in 2008-09. But these were not significant barriers to using
Gasparcolor for animation. Before relocating to Britain, Gaspar had worked closely
with the artist and animator Oskar Fischinger in Berlin in the early 1930s. Some of
his early work, in particular Kreise (‘Circles’, 1932), had established Gasparcolor as
the medium of choice in this market sector. 59 It is not surprising, therefore, that the
leading European figures in this area eventually made use of the process: besides
Lye, they included Lotte Reininger, George Pal, Alexandre Alexieff and Claire
Parker.

In respect of the GPO’s use of colour, Simon Brown argues that ‘Grierson was happy
to promote colour, or rather use colour to promote the GPO, in abstract form, but his
cordiality did not extend to the live action subject. In Grierson’s world, colour was art,
but not the art of the documentary. 60 As with Winston’s suppression theory, this
position ignores the technological and economic barriers to live action colour
photography in a documentary context during the period of the GPO’s existence.
58
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Even if the GPO’s filmmakers could have afforded to use the Technicolor camera, it
was so bulky and the film it used was so slow that it would have been physically
impossible to shoot any of the productions on which their reputation now rests using
the system. It was impossible to mass-duplicate live action footage originated on
Dufaycolor until the launch of the negative-positive variant in 1937, whereupon
Jennings promptly took it up. And for Gasparcolor there wasn’t even a camera: the
system didn’t enable live action footage to be originated, full stop. Rather, the
significance of all three of these processes having been used under the GPO’s roof
at one time or another is to illustrate both the maverick nature of Grierson’s operation
and the need to evaluate the legacy of short-lived and/or small scale media
technologies in terms of how they were used, not how they couldn’t be. Len Lye,
Lotte Reininger and Norman McLaren were all important cultural figures in their own
right, producing work that asks profound questions about the physics and culture of
moving image capture and reproduction. In the 1930s they turned to a range of
niche technologies in order to express those experiments, the investors in which, it
turned out, were very easily able to avoid trebling their capital in six months. Just
because these technologies did not sit within the mainstream technical standards
framework the GPO Film Unit found itself fighting against throughout the six years of
its life does not warrant writing them off as irrelevances or minor footnotes.

The final, major area of technology used by the GPO and which illustrates the
danger of this tendency is sound. The EMB Film Unit came into existence in 1929,
just as the conversion to sound was reaching a critical mass; therefore, once again
the Documentary Movement was having to respond to an establishing industry
standard and did not have the opportunity to pre-empt it. The EMB was not,
however, equipped for sound recording and post-production itself, and as a result the
first Documentary Movement films with synchronised audio were effectively coproductions with Gaumont-British Instructional. The Movement’s leading lights
stressed time and time and again in their writing that they were not interested in
using sound as a mere extension of the classical continuity system, or ‘sound film
glued to stage example’, as Grierson put it. 61 As with colour and inspired heavily by
61
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Soviet cinema, Grierson and his close associates emphasised the desire to record
and mix audio in order to communicate with the viewer independently and
authentically (‘we must make our sound help the mute, not reproduce it’ 62),
expressing enthusiasm at the creative possibilities that optical sound-on-film
appeared to offer.

The optical sound cameras and mixing equipment eventually purchased by the GPO
in 1934 has been almost universally dismissed as an inferior cousin of its industry
standard counterparts. According to Rachael Low, the Visatone-Marconi system has
its origins in a forerunner of the SONAR ultrasound detection systems used in
submarines, developed by the Royal Navy during the last years of the First World
War. 63 It was one of a number of systems developed to compete with the ‘big two’
imported from Hollywood and a third German system: the Radio Corporation of
America’s (RCA) ‘Photophone’ variable area system (purchased by British
International Pictures at Elstree in 1928), the sound-on-disc and subsequently
variable density optical systems marketed by Western Electric under its subsidiary
Electrical Research Products, Inc. (ERPI) and the German Tri-Ergon system. By the
time the EMB Film Unit came into existence, they were already locked in a trade war
that would result in a tripartite agreement, negotiated in Paris and signed on 22 July
1930, to carve up the world into three zones with differing contractual frameworks for
exploiting the various technologies. 64

While these sound systems were arguably the most technically advanced, as with
many of the other mainstream technologies (most notably Technicolor) their use was
expensive and tightly regulated. RCA, for example, charged British producers a
licence fee of £10 per reel of final mix released (£461 in 2009, adjusted for CPI
inflation). 65 As with colour, therefore, it was only a matter of time before independent
manufacturers would emerge to serve those sectors of the market with which the
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mainstream systems were economically incompatible. Also comparable with colour,
the American electronics and telecommunications industries weren’t the only ones
who carried out extensive research and development into synchronising electrical
recording with moving images. Two European examples include the Danes Axel
Petersen and Arnold Poulsen, who eventually licensed the results of their research
to Gaumont-British for what was branded the British Acoustic Film system, 66 and the
American Lee de Forest, who carried out the bulk of his research in Germany and
marketed the resulting Phonofilm system extensively in Britain. 67

Surviving recollections from the Documentary Movement’s principal activists agree
almost universally that the GPO Film Unit chose Visatone-Marconi because it was
cheap and because it could be purchased outright, without the need to pay ongoing
licensing fees. Grierson recalls that the initial capital investment in the equipment in
1934 was £3,000 (£137,590 in 2009). 68 Rotha cites Basil Wright’s opinion that
Visatone-Marconi was ‘hardly comparable with RCA and Western Electric’ and that
‘imagination and enthusiasm replaced technical luxury’. 69 Harry Watt remembered
that it was ‘basically a pirated system’ and ‘appallingly noisy’. 70 For Grierson’s
biographer, it was ‘less than perfect’. 71 In fact, about the only writer who has
anything positive to say about Visatone-Marconi was Rachael Low, who described it
as ‘excellent’! 72 Apart from the GPO, the ‘quota quickie’ impresarios Joe Rock and
Julius Hagen appear to have been the system’s only other major customers.

It is difficult to make much of an objective evaluation of the system, because to my
knowledge no Visatone-Marconi equipment survives in any major museum collection
and information about it in the technical and trade press is largely confined to
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advertisements, with little in the way of detailed technical specifications. The
surviving Visatone-Marconi negatives and original release prints held by the BFI
have a unilateral, unshuttered variable area soundtrack: the absence of shuttered
ground noise reduction (Watt calls it an ‘open track’ 73) combined with the absence of
orthochromatic stocks intended specifically for optical sound mastering until the late
1930s would certainly account for the poor signal-to-noise ratio remembered by
Watt, and would support the contention that light valve technology based on first
generation RCA Photophone (i.e. pirated) may well have been involved. Watt further
recalls that the GPO’s equipment enabled the mixing of up to two channels in postproduction (many commercial features released by British studios at the time mix
down five or six in more complex scenes involving multiple dialogue channels, music
and effects). 74

The reportedly inferior signal-to-noise characteristics and the practical limitations
imposed on mixing in post-production by the Visatone-Marconi system have, as with
the GPO’s use of 35mm film and non-mainstream colour processes, gone down in
the history books as being an obstacle the GPO’s filmmakers had to overcome
rather than a technological framework that helped to shape their cultural approach.
Arguably the two most widely celebrated GPO films for their creative use of audio,
Coal Face (1934, Alberto Cavalcanti) and Night Mail (1935, dir. Harry Watt et al.)
both worked within the limitations of Visatone-Marconi, and are remembered today
precisely because their directors and music composer did not attempt to emulate the
recording and mixing styles that had evolved and been enshrined in mainstream
professional practice. As Ken Cameron rightly concludes, ‘considering the limited
technical resources of the old GPO Film Unit in the earlier days of sound, he [Alberto
Cavalcanti] did some remarkable things.’ 75

In 1938 the GPO Film Unit did eventually acquire the latest generation of RCA
equipment. It achieved a quantum leap in signal-to-noise ratio through the use of a
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filter in the sound camera’s light source that eliminated the visible spectrum upwards,
exposing ultra-violet light on the surface of the film only, and a black-and-white
negative stock (Kodak type 1360) intended especially for use with this system; hence
the ‘RCA Ultra-Violet’ logo that appears on the opening credits of later GPO
productions. 76 Edward Pawley, the sound engineer who had overseen the GPO’s
Visatone-Marconi films, left to work for the BBC in 1938, eventually becoming its
head of engineering. 77 His replacement was Ken Cameron, whose rapid rise to
being regarded as one of the most senior and innovative technicians the British film
industry has ever produced, was achieved initially through his work with the
Documentary Movement during the next phase of its life, after the GPO Film Unit
had been transformed into the Crown Film Unit. Cameron was also an enthusiastic
advocate of RCA technology throughout the early stages of his career, discussing
the last major generation of the Photophone optical system at length in his 1947
book Sound and the Documentary Film. 78 Nevertheless, Cameron expresses much
the same conceptual view of the function of sound in the non-fiction film as Grierson
did, inspired by the earlier generation of technology, drawing a distinction between
‘straightforward description’ sound and an ‘imagination and humanity, or simply a
knowledge and observation’-based approach. 79

In his book 100 British Documentaries, Patrick Russell asks: ‘How strongly does the
technology involved in making documentaries affect their meanings? Films made
with new tools often make interesting test cases.’ 80 I would argue that the same
observation applies to films made using unusual or unorthodox tools, and that the
GPO Film Unit’s working methods and output can all, to varying degrees, be
considered test cases. However, in order to get at what they tested, why and how, it
is first necessary to step beyond the approach of historians for whom the
significance of a given technology’s impact is a simple function of the scale on which
it was used by the commercial mainstream, such as Petrie, or those such as Winston
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who propose ideologically motivated models, based on cultural theory and
contradicted by empirical reality.

The GPO’s filmmakers were both unable and unwilling to conform to the
infrastructure of technical standards and conventions into which their workplace was
born. It is for precisely this reason, among many others, that their legacy has
achieved far more cultural significance and inspired far more filmmakers that
followed them than that of any other small-scale production company making
sponsored films, certainly in Britain and arguably in the western world. It is to be
hoped that the resurgence of interest in, scholarship related to and availability of the
GPO Film Unit’s output will help to enable greater understanding and appreciation of
minority and alternative audio-visual technologies and their broader place in our
cultural history.
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